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1 UP SUPER MARIO PARTY INVITATIONS
Design by: SandraM06 (7 Projects)
About me: love creating just about anything
with m y cricut m achines!!

Project skill level: moderate
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Birthday Party

Decorations/Favors Invitations
Cute idea for kids birthday party invitations

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Birthday Bash Cartridge

Cricut Expression® 2

Mini Books Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
yellow cardstock

adhesive tape runner

paint(watercolors)red yellow and black

1 up picture download

STEP 1
i used the mini books cartridge to make the envelope in yellow card stock i did the envelope that looks like you can put a cd in there!

STEP 2
then i did the question mark with the birthday bash cartridge and the little dots with same cartridge but i did the font and the period symbol
1/2 inch each or you can go smaller or bigger depending on the size of the invitation envelope

STEP 3
the envelope is 5 inches height so on my computer i did the invitation that size and just add the image of the 1 up to the very top but close
to the invitation so you can have that effect of it coming out! i used all 3 colors of the 1 up image red, blue and green!

STEP 4
then i used the adhesive tape runner to put my question mark on the front of my envelope and the dots

STEP 5
i mixed the red yellow and a little black paint to make it look orange but not that orange and with a small brush painted along the sides of
the envelope to make that shadow effect on the question mark envelope!

STEP 6
remember always be creative and you can personalized it your way!
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